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Abstract

State-of-the-art analyses of W+c-jet production at the LHC require precise predictions.
In the present work, we study in detail the impact of off-diagonal CKM elements up to
next-to-next-to leading order in QCD, the influence of flavored jet algorithms, and the size
of electroweak corrections. In addition, we also investigate phenomenological aspects related
to the exact definition of the process. We find that all these effects can be of the order of
several per cent for both the fiducial cross section and differential distributions. They are,
therefore, very relevant for the interpretation of current and upcoming measurements.
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1 Introduction

The extraordinary precision of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) allows to investigate in de-
tail the fundamental structure of elementary particles. A prime example is the strange-quark
content of the proton whose asymmetry has been predicted at three loop in QCD [1]. In the
past, the strange-quark parton distribution function (PDF) has been determined by non-LHC
experiments [2, 3]. Nowadays, it can be constrained from the measurement of W+c-jet at the
LHC [4] and several such measurements have already been performed [5–10].

The basic idea is that at the Born level, the strange-quark PDF is directly related to the
cross section of the process. A charm quark in the final state, implies a strange quark in the
initial state (see left of Fig. 1). The inclusion of non-diagonal CKM elements (see middle and
right of Fig. 1) or higher-order QCD corrections (see Table 1 of Ref. [11]), however, renders this
picture significantly more complex. In order to benefit from new experimental measurements,
precise theory predictions are required for their interpretations.

The next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD cross sections for W+c-jet production at the Tevatron
[12] and at the LHC [13] have been known for a long time. More recently, Ref. [14] went beyond
this by computing NLO QCD corrections matched to parton shower with massive charm quarks.
In Ref. [11], a first computation of next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections has
been presented. In that reference, off-diagonal CKM elements were included only at leading
order (LO) and the flavored kT algorithm was used. Finally, while electroweak (EW) corrections
are known for inclusive W+j production [15–18], they were still unknown for W+c production
and thus were not included in the predictions of Ref. [11].

In the present work, we extend the computation of Ref. [11] by presenting the first NNLO
QCD calculation of W+c production at the LHC with full CKM dependence. We also compute
the dominant NLO EW corrections for this process for the first time. In addition, we study in
detail the numerical effect of the charm-jet definition. This is particularly important since so
far infrared(IR)-safe computations of processes involving flavored jets beyond NLO QCD [19–22]
have been computed with the flavored kT algorithm [23], while experimental analyses have been
carried out with the anti-kT algorithm [24]. A fair comparison between theory and experiment,
therefore, requires either the use of unfolding corrections or of comparable jet algorithms in both
theory and experiment. We follow the second approach and apply the recent IR-safe flavored
anti-kT jet algorithm proposed by some of us [25].1 Finally, in addition to these theoretical
considerations, we also investigate more phenomenological aspects that are crucial for a the-
ory/experiment comparison. In particular, we compare several process definitions regarding the
charge and multiplicity of charm jets.

The article is organized as follow: in Section 2, the details of the calculations are presented.
These include the numerical inputs and the phase-space definition used throughout. Section 3
provides our best predictions which include full off-diagonal CKM dependence up to NNLO QCD
accuracy and NLO EW corrections. Section 4 represents a detailed study of various theoretical
aspects such as the flavored jet and process definitions, the significance of off-diagonal CKM
elements, scale and PDF dependence. Finally, Section 5 contains a summary of our main findings
and concluding remarks.

1We note that alternative proposals have been recently been made in the literature [26–28].
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Figure 1: Tree-level Feynman diagrams with diagonal CKM elements (left) and off-diagonal
elements (centre and right) for pp→ µ+νµjc.

2 Details of the calculations

2.1 Definition of the process

The two processes under investigation are the production of a charm jet in association with an
off-shell W boson that decays into a muon and an anti-neutrino (an anti-muon and a neutrino)
at the LHC. The hadronic definition is thus:

pp→ µ+νµjc +X , (1)
pp→ µ−ν̄µjc +X. (2)

At LO, the processes are defined at order O
(
αsα

2
)
in the strong and EW couplings. We would

like to emphasize that, unless stated otherwise, full dependence on the CKM matrix is kept in
all calculations. In Fig. 1, the three LO diagrams contributing to pp → µ+νµjc are presented.
The left diagram is proportional to a diagonal CKM element (Vcs) while the other two (centre
and right) are proportional to off-diagonal elements (Vcd and Vcb, respectively). Note that in the
following, we sometimes refer to the hadronic processes of Eqs. (1) and (2) as pp → W+jc and
pp→W−jc, respectively. Nonetheless, off-shell W production is assumed throughout the article.

QCD corrections At NLO, the QCD corrections include all virtual and real contributions
of order O

(
α2

sα
2
)
. In the same way, at NNLO accuracy all double-virtual, double-real, and

real-virtual contributions of order O
(
α3

sα
2
)
are taken into account. The calculation is carried

out in the 5-flavor scheme with massless bottom and charm quarks.

EW corrections In the present computation we provide NLO EW corrections of orderO
(
αsα

3
)
.

The EW virtual corrections are fully included. Thanks to the unitarity of the CKM matrix, the
CKM dependence completely factorises in one-loop EW amplitudes and CKM-diagonal matrix
elements can be used. In the present case, the real corrections involve single real photon emis-
sion to cancel the corresponding IR divergences appearing in the EW one-loop amplitude. No
photon-induced contributions, which constitute an IR finite set, are included. The resulting EW
corrections have the advantage that they do not depend on the jet algorithm (as they contain
only one charm parton in the final state) and thus are insensitive to the event selections regard-
ing the multiplicity and type of c-jet (see Sec. 2.3.2). They can thus be combined with any of
the corresponding QCD corrections presented below. Note that the EW corrections have been
obtained with the NNPDF3.1 set. Using the relative EW corrections with other PDF sets might
lead to minor differences.
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Subleading NLO corrections of order O
(
α4
)
are neglected here since they have been found

to be below a per cent at the level of the cross section for pp→ Zj [29].

2.2 Numerical inputs

The numerical results presented here are for the LHC with a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s =

13TeV. The numerical values of the CKM elements are the ones from Ref. [30]

Vud = 0.97401, Vus = 0.22650, Vub = 0.00361,

Vcd = 0.22636, Vcs = 0.97320, Vcb = 0.04053. (3)

The nominal PDF set used in this computation is NNPDF3.1 with αs = 0.118 [31]. To
evaluate the PDF uncertainty of the NNPDF3.1 sets, instead of reverting to the 100 replicas
provided, we have used specialised minimal PDF sets [32] which contain only 8 replicas. In
addition, we have computed predictions with the NNPDF3.0 [33] and NNPDF4.0 [34] sets, both
with αs = 0.118, and with the CT18NNLO set [35]. The present selection of PDF sets does not
include all available PDF sets. In the future, to make reliable statement about the strange-quark
content of the proton, other PDF sets such as MSHT20 [36] and ABMP16 [37] should also be
considered. In particular, they constraint the strange-quark PDFs with different data and assume
different functional forms for the strange-quark PDFs.

Regarding the EW input parameters, the electromagnetic coupling is taken in the Gµ scheme
[38] using the Fermi constant

α =

√
2

π
GµM

2
W

(
1− M2

W
M2

Z

)
with Gµ = 1.16638× 10−5 GeV−2. (4)

The numerical values of the masses and widths read

MOS
Z = 91.1876GeV, ΓOS

Z = 2.4952GeV,

MOS
W = 80.379GeV, ΓOS

W = 2.085GeV. (5)

The pole masses and widths used in the numerical evaluation are translated from the measured
on-shell (OS) values for the massive gauge bosons by [39]

MV =
MOS

V√
1 + (ΓOS

V /MOS
V )2

, ΓV =
ΓOS

V√
1 + (ΓOS

V /MOS
V )2

. (6)

The intermediate W-boson resonances are treated in the complex-mass scheme [40–42] in all the
computations presented here. The mass of the charged lepton is set to zero.

Finally, as in Ref. [11], the common central renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF) scale
used is

µ0 =
1

2

(
ET,W + pT,jc

)
, (7)

where ET,W =
√
M2

W + (~pT,` + ~pT,ν)2. To estimate missing higher-order QCD corrections, a
7-points scale variation is performed.
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2.3 Flavored jet algorithms and event selections

2.3.1 Jet algorithms

In the present study, we utilize two different flavored jet algorithms. This allows for their
systematic comparison and for quantifying the effect they have on experimental measurements.

The first one, the flavored kT algorithm [23], requires the definition of a beam transverse
momentum (kTB and kTB̄). While all pseudo-jets have to be included in the definition, one is
free to include or not additional non-QCD particles (W bosons/leptons in the present case) to
the beam definition. There is further freedom in deciding whether cc or c̄c̄ pairs are considered
flavored or not. This leads to the so called charge-agnostic and charge-dependent algorithms,
defined as follows:

charge agnostic :

(∑
i

|fi|
)

(mod 2) 6= 0 ,

charge dependent :
∑
i

fi 6= 0 , (8)

where fi is the flavor of parton i. The definition Eq. (8) implies that a jet containing a cc pair will
be treated as flavorless by the charge agnostic algorithm but as flavored by the charge dependent
one. In Refs. [20, 11], such pairs have been taken to be unflavored based on the argument that
experimentally, it is very challenging to determine the charge of the jets in addition to its flavor.
To be able to quantify such effects, in the present work we have considered both cases.

We thus arrive at the following jet definitions

• flavored kT algorithm, charge agnostic (dubbed kTCA),

• flavored kT algorithm, charge dependent (dubbed kTCD),

• flavored kT algorithm, charge dependent, with beam definition including W momenta
(dubbed kTCDB).

An alternative to this jet algorithm is the flavored anti-kT algorithm [25] which has the ad-
vantage that it is almost identical to the standard anti-kT one [24] typically used in experiments.
It only requires a slight modification of the jet distance:

d
(flavored)
ij = d

(standard)
ij ×

Sij , if both i and j have non-zero flavor of opposite sign,

1 , otherwise.
(9)

where

Sij = 1− θ (1− κij) cos
(π

2
κij

)
with κij ≡

1

a

k2
T,i + k2

T,j

2k2
T,max

. (10)

In our numerical study, we consider the values a = 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, which results in the following
realizations of the flavored anti-kT algorithm:

• flavored anti-kT algorithm, charge dependent, with a = 0.2, 0.1, 0.05 (dubbed akTCD-0.2,
akTCD-0.1, and akTCD-0.05, respectively),

• flavored anti-kT algorithm, charge agnostic, with a = 0.1 (dubbed akTCA-0.1).

Therefore, in total, in this work we consider 7 different flavored jet algorithms.
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2.3.2 Event selection

For the present work for LHC at 13TeV, we take sightly different kinematic cuts than in Ref. [11]
where the centre-of-mass energy considered was 7TeV. First, the charged lepton ((anti-)muon
in our case) has to fulfill the following requirements:

pT,` > 30GeV, |η`| < 2.5 . (11)

In addition, at least one c-tagged jet with:

pT,jc > 20GeV, |ηjc | < 2.5 , (12)

is required. At NNLO, in the double real radiation contribution, an event can contain up to
three c-jets.

Typically, experimental measurements aim at observing the so-called opposite-sign (OS) con-
tribution which contains a c-jet with electric charge sign opposite to the charge of the charged
lepton originating in the W decay. This is achieved by removing the same-sign (SS) contribution
(which is identified as containing a c-jet and a charged lepton of the same electric charge). The
motivation behind the SS/OS denomination is the idea that contributions from g→ cc̄ splittings,
which contribute equally to SS and OS but are not directly related to the strange quark content
of the proton, are removed.

The charge of the charm jet is determined by the charge of the lepton resulting from the
semileptonic decay of the D meson eventually produced by the fragmenting c-jet. Since our
study is performed at the partonic level, the jet charge is determined by the sign of the jet’s
charm quark and is +1 for a c and −1 for a c̄. A comparison to data requires therefore to correct
the charm-jet definition with respect to D-meson tagging. The determination of such corrections
is beyond the scope of the present work. Therefore, we assume that such corrections are provided
by the experimental collaborations.

In this work we consider the charge agnostic case with the requirement for at least one c-jet,
as well as the following additional event selections

• The leading c-jet (based on its transverse momentum) is of OS type, no requirement on
c-jet multiplicity,

• One and only one c-jet is required, no requirement on c-jet charge,

• One and only one c-jet of OS type,

• One and only one c-jet of SS type,

• OS–SS (“OS minus SS”) cross section.

In all cases, the selection is inclusive in the number of non c-tagged jets.
Finally, for the EW corrections, the radiated photons are recombined with the charged leptons

and jets according to the anti-kT algorithm with a radius of R = 0.1.

2.4 Tools

The QCD corrections presented here have been computed with the help of the Stripper pro-
gram, a C++ implementation of the four-dimensional formulation of the sector-improved residue
subtraction scheme [43–46]. With the same code, several V+jets calculations have already been
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Order σW+jc
[ pb] σW−jc

[ pb] RW±jc
= σW+jc

/σW−jc

LO 113.817(2)+12.4%
−9.87% 119.711(2)+12.4%

−9.88% 0.95076(2)+0.013%
−0.021%

NLO 162.4(1)+7.2%
−6.6% 168.1(1)+6.9%

−6.4% 0.9659(9)+0.29%
−0.21%

NNLO 168.6(8)
+0.7% +3.8%(PDF)
−2.1% −3.8%(PDF) 173.9(1.9)

+0.6% +3.7%(PDF)
−1.8% −3.7%(PDF) 0.96(1)

+0.2% +2.1%(PDF)
−0.3% −2.1%(PDF)

Table 1: Fiducial cross sections for pp → W+jc, pp → W−jc, and their ratios at the LHC
at
√
s = 13TeV at LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD. The digit in parenthesis indicates the Monte

Carlo statistical error while the sub- and super-script in per cent indicate the scale variation. In
addition, the PDF variation is provided for the NNLO QCD predictions. The full CKM matrix
and the NNLO NNPDF3.1 set with αs = 0.118 are used for all predictions. The c-jets are defined
with the kTCA algorithm with the at least one c-jet requirement.

carried out [11, 47, 48, 25, 49, 50]. The matrix elements have been obtained from the AvH library
[51] for tree-level amplitudes and OpenLoops 2 [52] for the one-loop ones. On the other hand,
the two-loop amplitudes originate from Ref. [53] and were numerically evaluated with Ginac
[54, 55].

The NLO EW corrections have been obtained from the private Monte Carlo program Mo-
CaNLO in combination with the matrix-element provider Recola [56, 57] which has already
been used for several V(s)+jets computations [29, 58–64] at NLO EW accuracy.

3 Theoretical predictions

In this section, we provide updated predictions for the baseline set-up of Ref. [11] where only
events containing at least one c-jet defined with the flavored kT algorithm kTCA are kept. Our
predictions maintain full CKM dependence through NNLO QCD and utilize the NNPDF3.1 PDF
set.

In Table 1, the fiducial cross section is given at LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD accuracy. The
QCD corrections show good perturbative convergence. In particular, NNLO QCD corrections are
significantly smaller than the NLO ones. Note that, at variance with Ref. [11] and following the
PDF4LHC recommendations [65, 66], NNLO PDF sets are used for all predictions at all orders.
While the centre-of-mass energy is different from the one used in Ref. [11], the smaller corrections
can principally be explained with the different choice of PDF at LO and NLO accuracy. We also
note that the NNLO K-factor in the ratio RW±jc

is essentially 1. It implies that this ratio
constitutes a particularly reliable observable as it is rather stable under perturbative corrections.
As already pointed out in Ref. [11], the PDF uncertainty reaches almost 4% and is larger than
the scale uncertainty at NNLO QCD which varies between 0.6% and 2.1%. The inclusion of
NNLO QCD corrections therefore allows for a clean future determination of the strange-quark
content of the proton from this observable.

In addition, in Table 2, the NLO EW corrections are provided for both signatures. It is
interesting to notice that both processes receive almost the same corrections, resulting therefore
in an almost zero correction at the level of the RW±jc

ratio. This is not a surprise given that
at the LHC, EW corrections are largely driven by Sudakov logarithms [67]. The latter depend
on the quantum numbers of the external states and the typical scale of the process [68]. Given
that for both signatures the quantum numbers are identical and the typical scales are very close,
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Order σW+jc
[ pb] σW−jc

[ pb] RW±jc
= σW+jc

/σW−jc

NLO EW 117.399(2) 111.627(2) 0.95084(2)

δNLO EW[%] −1.93 −1.92 −0.01

Table 2: Fiducial cross sections and relative NLO EW corrections at order O
(
αsα

3
)
for pp →

W+jc, pp → W−jc, and their ratios at the LHC at
√
s = 13TeV. No QCD corrections are

included in these predictions. The digit in parenthesis indicates the Monte Carlo statistical
error. The full CKM matrix and the NNLO NNPDF3.1 set with αs = 0.118 are used.
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Figure 2: Differential distributions in the transverse momentum (left) and the absolute rapidity
(right) of the charged lepton for the process pp→W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. The upper panel shows

the LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD absolute predictions without EW corrections. The middle panel
represents the NLO EW corrections normalised to the LO predictions. The lower panel displays
the LO and NNLO QCD predictions and data relative to the NLO QCD prediction.

the corrections are almost exactly the same. This implies that the corrections essentially do not
contribute at the level of the ratio (tenth of a per mille), therefore reinforcing the statement
made above that this ratio is very stable under perturbative corrections in the Standard Model.

In Fig. 2, differential distributions in the transverse momentum and the absolute rapidity of
the charged lepton are shown for the plus signature. We refrain from showing results for the
minus signature as they are qualitatively very similar. As observed at the level of the cross
section and in Ref. [11], the QCD corrections are characterised by large NLO K-factors and
moderate NNLO ones. As usual, these corrections are accompanied by a significant reduction
of the theoretical uncertainty estimated via scale variation. This observation holds for both
observables as well as for the transverse momentum and rapidity of the charm jet (not shown).

On the other hand, the EW corrections have a rather different behaviour for the two ob-
servables. For the transverse momentum, the corrections become negative and large when going
towards higher energy. At low transverse momentum, the corrections are at the level of few per
cent, as for the fiducial cross section, while they reach almost 10% above 200GeV. This be-
haviour is typical for EW corrections which are driven by Sudakov logarithms in the high-energy
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σNNLO [ pb] full CKM V LO
cd 6= 0 no CKM

+ 168.6(8)
+0.7% +3.8%(PDF)
−2.1% −3.8%(PDF) 164.4(8)

+1.0% +3.9%(PDF)
−2.4% −3.9%(PDF) 156.7(8)

+0.7% +4.2%(PDF)
−2.1% −4.2%(PDF)

- 173.9(1.9)
+0.6% +3.7%(PDF)
−1.8% −3.7%(PDF) 168.5(1.9)

+1.0% +3.8%(PDF)
−2.2% −3.8%(PDF) 156.7(1.9)

+0.5% +4.2%(PDF)
−1.6% −4.2%(PDF)

Table 3: Fiducial cross sections with full off-diagonal CKM dependence (full CKM ), with only
Vcd 6= 0 at LO (V LO

cd 6= 0), and with no off-diagonal dependence (no CKM ). All predictions are
at NNLO QCD accuracy and are shown for both the pp → W+jc and pp → W−jc process at√
s = 13TeV. The digit in parenthesis indicates the Monte Carlo statistical error while the sub-

and super-script in per cent indicate the scale variation. In addition, the PDF variation is also
provided for the NNLO NNPDF3.1 set with αs = 0.118.

limit. The situation is rather different for the rapidity of the charged lepton. In this case, there
is no enhancement due to Sudakov logarithms at high energy. The corrections are thus flat and
the offset is inherited from the corrections to the fiducial cross section.

It is worth pointing out that the rapidity distribution of the charged lepton also receives
moderate QCD corrections with moderate shape distortion. It means that the rapidity distri-
bution of the charged lepton is largely insensitive to higher-order corrections of both QCD and
EW type, making it therefore a perfect observable to be measured experimentally.

4 Detailed analysis

4.1 Off-diagonal CKM elements

In Ref. [11], our best predictions at NNLO QCD accuracy included the effects of non-zero Vcd
element at LO only. In that previous work, we anticipated the effect to be “probably within few
per cent” with respect to a full computation with off-diagonal CKM elements. Table 3 confirms
this expectation. It provides NNLO QCD predictions with full off-diagonal CKM dependence
(dubbed full CKM ), with only Vcd 6= 0 at LO (dubbed V LO

cd 6= 0), and with no off-diagonal
dependence (dubbed no CKM ). For the plus signature and for the minus signature the differ-
ences amount to about 2.5% and 3%, respectively. On the other hand, for the two signatures,
not considering any off-diagonal CKM elements amounts to an effect of roughly 7% and 10%,
respectively.

This observation can also be made for the differential distributions in Fig. 3 which show
the V LO

cd 6= 0 and no CKM predictions normalised by the full CKM ones for the transverse
momentum of the charged lepton and the charm jet. The ratio plots do not show significant shape
distortion and the K-factor is largely inherited from the differences observed at the level of the
fiducial cross section. We note that while the predictions have significant statistical uncertainties
with respect to the ratio, one can still make a reliable statements about the differences of the
various predictions as they are statistically fully correlated, i.e. they are based on the same
sample of phase space points. The same holds true for the rest of the article when ratio plots
are displayed.
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Figure 3: Ratios of differential distributions in the transverse momentum of the charged lepton
(left) and the charm jet (right) for the process pp→W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. It shows the NNLO

QCD predictions including only diagonal CKM elements (green) and the Vcd element included
at LO only (orange), normalised to the prediction with all off-diagonal CKM elements included
(red).
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Figure 4: Ratios of differential distributions in the transverse momentum of the charged lepton
for the process pp → W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. Left: A comparison of 7-points and 3-points scale

variation for the nominal scale (top) and a comparison of different central values with 3-points
scale variation (bottom). Right: A comparison of NNLO K-factors for different central scales
with 3-points scale variation.

4.2 PDF dependence and scale setting

In this section, the dependence of the predictions on the PDF set and scale choice is discussed. In
particular, the PDF-set choice is of crucial importance due to the sensitiviy to the strange-quark
content of the proton.

First, in Fig. 4 the transverse momentum of the charged lepton is shown for different central
scales and different prescriptions for the scale variation. On the left-hand side, the 7-points and
3-points scale-variation prescriptions are compared (upper plot). For the transverse momentum,
they agree rather well at high-transverse momentum while at low transverse momentum, the
7-points variation is larger. Nonetheless, the differences do not exceed 2%. In the lower part,
three different central scales are compared: the nominal one µ0 from Eq. (7) as well as half
and twice this scale. At low transverse momentum, the three choices agree within 3% while at
250GeV, the spread reaches more than 5%. On the right-hand side of Fig. 4, NNLO K-factors
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Figure 5: Ratio of differential distributions in the transverse momentum of the charged lepton
(left) and the rapidity of the charged lepton (right) for the process pp→W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV.

The top panels show a comparison of 7-points scale variation against PDF error. The lower
panels show the PDF error for the NNPDF3.1 set compared to the central predictions of the
NNPDF3.0, NNPDF4.0, and CT18 sets.

are shown for the three different scales. For this observable, the smallest corrections are obtained
for µ0/2. On the other hand, for the transverse momentum of the hardest c-jet (not shown), the
smallest corrections are obtained for µ0. In general, at the level of the fiducial cross section, the
smallest cross section is obtained with 2µ0. Note that for the plots with the 3 different scales,
the 3-points scale variation prescription is used.

In Fig. 5, the transverse momentum and the rapidity distributions of the charged lepton are
shown. In the upper plots, the 7-points scale variation is compared to the PDF uncertainty.
As at the level of the cross section (see Table 1) and at 7TeV [11], NNLO scale variation is
smaller than the PDF uncertainty. This implies that NNLO predictions are crucial for the
precise determination of strange and anti-strange PDFs. In particular, NLO QCD predictions
are insufficient for constraining PDFs given that the NLO scale uncertainty is about twice the
PDF uncertainty (see Table 1). In the lower plots, the predictions are provided at NNLO QCD
for different sets. In addition to the nominal one (NNPDF3.1), we also show predictions for the
NNPDF3.0, NNPDF4.0, and CT18 sets. It is worth emphasising that there are large variations
between the different sets. While the predictions with NNPDF4.0 are within the PDF uncertainty
of NNPDF3.1, this is not the case for CT18 across the whole phase space. Interestingly, the
predictions obtained with the NNPDF3.0 set are always outside of the PDF uncertainty band of
the NNPDF3.1 set.

For completeness, we also provide in Table 4 the central values for the four different PDF sets.
As at the differential level, we can observe that the spread is of the order of 10%. In particular,
among all the theoretical effects that we study in details in the present work, the PDF is the
largest source of uncertainty. This therefore strongly motivates the effort for improving the
determination of strange PDFs using state-of-the-art theory predictions presented in this work.
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σNNLO [ pb] NNPDF3.1 NNPDF4.0 NNPDF3.0 CT18

+ 168.6(8)
+0.7% +3.8%(PDF)
−2.1% −3.8%(PDF) 174.3(8) 156.3(8) 160.1(8)

- 173.9(1.9)
+0.6% +3.7%(PDF)
−1.8% −3.7%(PDF) 183.7(1.9) 160.3(1.7) 163.0(1.7)

Table 4: Fiducial cross sections with full off-diagonal CKM dependence at NNLO QCD accuracy
for both the pp→W+jc and pp→W−jc process at

√
s = 13TeV. The predictions are provided

for four different PDF sets: NNPDF3.1 (default), NNPDF4.0, NNPDF3.0, and CT18. The digit
in parenthesis indicates the Monte Carlo statistical error. The scale variation and the PDF
variation is provided for the NNPDF3.1 set only.

σ [ pb] incl. leading c-jet OS exactly one c-jet exactly one OS c-jet OS–SS

σ+
NLO 162.4(1) 156.9(1) 161.0(1) 156.1(1) 151.1(1)

σ−NLO 168.1(1) 164.0(1) 166.9(1) 163.3(1) 159.7(1)

σ+
NNLO 168.6(8) 159.0(8) 165.8(8) 157.3(8) 148.9(8)

σ−NNLO 173.9(1.9) 166.8(1.8) 171.5(1.9) 165.2(1.8) 159.0(1.7)

Table 5: Fiducial cross sections at NLO QCD and NNLO QCD accuracy for different charm jet
selections: at least one c-jet (incl.), leading c-jet is OS, exactly one c-jet, exactly one OS c-jet,
and the OS–SS selection. The digit in parenthesis indicates the Monte Carlo statistical error.

4.3 Event selection and same-sign contribution

In this section, we scrutinise various event selections related to the definition of the charm jet.
Experimental measurements usually provide the OS–SS cross section. As explained in sec. 2.3.2,
the motivation behind this fact is to get rid of contributions of the type qq′ → W + (g → cc̄)
which do not carry a dependence on the strange-quark PDF. Since such channels contribute
equally to the OS and SS cross sections they are excluded from the OS–SS cross section.

In the following we show predictions for the selections specified in sec. 2.3.2. The various
cross sections at NLO and NNLO QCD are tabulated in Table 5. Note that at LO, there is no
dependence on the c-jet selection given that there is only one parton in the final state.

As expected, the highest cross section corresponds to the selection with at least one c-jet as
it is inclusive in the charm jets. The second highest cross section corresponds to exactly one
c-jet. The third in size is obtained by enforcing the leading c-jet to be of OS type which is very
close to the requirement for only one c-jet of OS type. The lowest cross sections, the OS–SS one,
differs from the exactly one OS c-jet selection by the size of the SS contribution. It is interesting
to notice that all these definitions differ by at most 5% at NLO QCD accuracy while they can
differ by almost 10% at NNLO QCD. This is due to the fact that NNLO corrections contain
double-real effects with ccc̄ or cc̄c̄ final states. Note that the selection choice in Ref. [11] was to
retain events with one and only one c-jet.

It is interesting to note that in Ref. [14], where NLO QCD predictions with parton shower
(PS) corrections were computed, the size of the SS contribution at 7TeV has been found to be
between 5% and 10% for the W + D-meson and W + D∗-meson signatures while it is slightly
below 3% for the W + jc final state. For the charm-jet final state, we find a similar order of
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Figure 6: Ratio of differential distributions in the rapidity (left) and the transverse momentum
(right) of the charged lepton for the process pp→W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. The upper plots show

the results at NLO QCD while the lower ones are for NNLO QCD. Various event selection for
the charm jet are compared: at least one c-jet, the leading c-jet being of OS type, exactly one
c-jet, exactly one c-jet of OS type, and the OS–SS selection.

magnitude at NLO QCD accuracy. On the other hand, the SS contributions can grow to about
5% due to the double-real contributions at NNLO.

Fig. 6 provides the same information as Table 5 but differentially, in terms of the rapidity
and transverse momentum of the charged lepton. For the rapidity of the charged lepton, the
differences between the various selections are most significant in the high-rapidity region. This
is explained by the fact that the SS contribution is larger in this region. The size of the SS
contribution can be inferred by comparing the selections with exactly one c-jet and with exactly
one OS c-jet. At NLO, the difference is about 2.5% at zero rapidity and it reaches 5% at the
highest rapidity y(`) = 2.5. This contribution is enhanced at NNLO QCD with difference of
about 5% and 7% at low and large rapidity, respectively. Regarding the transverse momentum
distribution, one observes shape differences between the various selections. The differences are
maximal at low transverse momentum (below 50GeV), about 7% at NLO and 13% at NNLO
QCD. The differences are smallest around 75GeV and start to increase again towards large
transverse momenta at both NLO and NNLO.

Finally, recall that the motivation for the OS–SS cross section is its direct link with the
strange-quark PDF. This relation is based on a LO argument which is modified once off-diagonal
CKM elements and higher-order corrections are included. Such effects dilute the sensitivity of
this selection to the strange quark content of the proton and must be carefully accounted for in
any precision extraction of the strange quark PDF.

4.4 Flavor jet algorithms

This section is devoted to the comparison of various jet algorithms that are used for defining
the process under study. We first focus on the differences between various kT algorithms, after
which we consider a newly-introduced flavored anti-kT algorithm. Finally, flavored algorithms
are compared against the standard anti-kT algorithm for NLO QCD+PS predictions.
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Figure 7: Ratio of differential distributions in the rapidity of the charged lepton for the process
pp→W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. The upper plots show the results at NLO QCD while the lower ones

are for NNLO QCD. The left-hand side plots are for one and only c-jet while the right-hand side
ones are for one and only one c-jet of SS type. Various definition of the flavored kT algorithm
are compared (see text).

4.4.1 Flavor kT algorithms

In this subsection, we compare the three implementations of the flavored kT algorithm [23] listed
in sec. 2.3.1. Their comparison for the absolute rapidity of the charged lepton, at NLO and NNLO
QCD, is shown in Fig. 7. Results are presented for the two event selections given in sec. 2.3.2,
namely, one and only one c-jet and one and only one c-jet of SS type. For the charge dependent
c-jet selection, it is interesting to observe that the differences in the implementation of the
flavored kT algorithms have little effect on the differential results. In particular, the differences
are well within the scale uncertainty band. This conclusion holds at both NLO and NNLO QCD
accuracy as well as for other observables like the transverse momentum of the charged lepton,
the transverse momentum of the charm jet or the charm-jet rapidity (not shown).

The situation is rather different when selecting only one c-jet of SS type. While choosing the
jet algorithm to be either charge agnostic or charge dependent has no effect, including the W
momenta in the beam definition of the algorithm has a large effect. At NLO QCD, the effects
are about 10% at zero rapidity and 5% at maximal rapidity. At NNLO QCD, the effects are
even more significant, reaching more than 15% for central rapidities and more than 10% in the
peripheral region. The same level of differences can be observed in other differential distributions.

It is particularly interesting to notice that while the SS contribution shows a large dependence
on the algorithm definition, this dependence is essentially absent when not specifying the charge
of the charm jet. This is simply due to the fact that the SS contribution is rather small with
respect to the OS one at 13TeV (see Section 4.3). Therefore, the large differences disappear
when adding SS and OS cross sections in a charge-agnostic selection.

4.4.2 Flavor anti-kT algorithms

In this subsection, we consider the implementations of the flavored anti-kT algorithm [25] specified
in sec. 2.3.1. All the variants are compared against the flavored kT algorithm kTCD which is
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Figure 8: Ratio of differential distributions in the rapidity of the charged lepton for the process
pp→W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. The upper plots show the results at NLO QCD while the lower ones

are for NNLO QCD. The left-hand side plots are for one and only c-jet while the right-hand side
ones are for one and only one c-jet of same-sign type. Various definition of the flavored anti-kT

algorithm are compared. In addition, these predictions are compared to the nominal flavored kT

algorithm (see text).

charge dependent.
In Fig. 8 we consider the transverse momentum of the charged lepton computed with the fla-

vored anti-kT algorithm for different values of the a parameter. Since the value of this parameter
is not set from first principle, we vary it in the range between 0.2 and 0.05. We observe that,
essentially, this variation has no impact on the predictions for the exactly-one-c–jet selection at
both NLO and NNLO QCD. Furthermore, all these predictions are within the scale variation
band and are also in perfect agreement with the nominal kT algorithm. This holds true not only
for the transverse momentum of the charged lepton but also for other standard observables like
the pT and rapidity of jc and the charge muon’s rapidity.

This situation is in stark contrast with the selection containing only one SS c-jet. In this
case, at NLO in QCD, the flavored anti-kT algorithm with a = 0.2 differs from the ones with
a = 0.1, 0.05 by about 5% around 60GeV. At high transverse momentum the nominal flavored kT

algorithm differs from the flavored anti-kT algorithm with a = 0.1 by about 5%. These differences
become more pronounced at NNLO in QCD where the three anti-kT algorithms almost never
agree within scale uncertainty, their differences ranging between 5% and 20%. Similarly, the
transverse momentum of the charged lepton shows a completely different behaviour between the
nominal flavored kT algorithm and the flavored anti-kT algorithm with a = 0.1. As can be seen
in Fig. 8, the difference between the two algorithms becomes larger than 20% at high transverse
momentum (above 200GeV).

Unlike the case of NLO QCD, at NNLO QCD the scale uncertainty band does not cover
these differences. This behaviour is analogous to the one already discussed in sec. 4.4.1 for the
flavored kT algorithms.
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Figure 9: Differential distributions in the transverse momentum (top) and the rapidity of the
charged lepton (bottom) for the process pp → W+jc at

√
s = 13TeV. All results are at NLO

QCD+PS accuracy. The left-hand side plots are for charge agnostic c-jet while the right-hand
side ones are for the leading jet being of OS type. Various definitions of the flavored anti-kT

algorithm are compared. In addition, these predictions are compared to the nominal flavored kT

algorithm as well as the standard anti-kT algorithm. Vertical bars show statistical uncertainty.

4.4.3 NLO QCD with parton shower corrections

A suitable value for the parameter a entering the flavored anti-kT algorithm was determined in
ref. [25] based on the idea that predictions from the standard anti-kT and the flavored anti-kT

algorithms are close. Due to the lack of flavored IR-safety for the standard anti-kT algorithm,
such a comparison can only be done at NLO with the help of a parton shower. In this section
we extend the study of ref. [25] to the present context of W+c production. Such a study is
also interesting given the large sensitivity of SS events to the value of the anti-kT algorithm’s
a-parameter, see the discussion in sec. 4.4.2.

In this section we consider the transverse momentum and rapidity of the charged lepton. The
results are obtained with the help of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [69] at NLO QCD matched to the
Pythia parton shower [70] with default parameters. Note that while all input parameters and
event selections are identical to the ones used for the fixed-order results, the renormalization and
factorization scales are chosen to be HT, the default scale choice in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO2.
The events have been written into Hepmc files [71] and are analysed using the Rivet analysis
framework [72].

In Fig. 9, results for the transverse momentum (top) and the rapidity (bottom) of the charged
lepton for different algorithms are shown for a charge agnostic selection of the charm jets (left)
as well as requiring that the leading c-jet is of OS type (right). Again, to be concise, the present
results are for the plus signature.

For the transverse-momentum distribution where there are no requirement on the sign of the
charm jet (top-left), we observe a spread of about 10% between the different jet algorithms at
about 200GeV. Nonetheless, for the bulk of the cross section i.e. below 100GeV, the differences
do not exceed 5%. In particular, the difference between the anti-kT algorithm and the flavored

2For this reason, we refrain from comparing the NLO QCD+PS predictions against the fixed-order ones.
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Figure 10: As in fig. 9 but showing exactly one OS c-jet (left) and exactly one SS c-jet (right).

anti-kT variant with a = 0.1 (our nominal choice) is below 2%. For the rapidity distribution,
we do not observe noticeable shape differences over the full range. The difference between the
anti-kT algorithm and the flavored anti-kT variant with a = 0.1 is also around 1− 2%.

On the right-hand side of Fig. 9, a different selection is used, namely that the leading charm
jet is of OS type. One observes qualitative similarities with the results for the charge agnostic
c-jet selection: in the low transverse-momentum region, and over the whole rapidity range, the
differences between the anti-kT algorithm and the nominal flavored anti-kT variant with a = 0.1
are around 1%. The reason for the small difference between these two selections is, as explained
previously, in the smallness of the SS contribution.

In Fig. 10 (left) we show the results for a selection where exactly one OS c-jet is present.
The predictions are similar to the one for the selection where the leading c-jet is OS however the
dependence on the jet definition gets significantly reduced. The main difference between these
two selections is that the former one is less likely to contain cc̄ pairs in the final state. Clearly, this
comparison independently confirms the observation that the increase in jet definition sensitivity
is related to the presence of cc̄ pairs. Indeed, the same observation can readily be made for the
SS c-jet selection shown in Fig. 10 (right). This selection is dominated by cc̄ pairs and just as
observed in the NNLO case in sec. 4.4.2, shows very strong sensitivity to the jet algorithm also
at NLO+PS.

Overall, with the nominal choice of flavored anti-kT (a = 0.1), the difference for charge-
agnostic or OS selections with what is, to a good approximation, done in experimental analyses
is small. As a reference, this difference is comparable to the size of the missing higher-order
corrections of QCD type at NNLO QCD and is significantly smaller than the PDF uncertainty.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we perform a detailed theoretical investigation of W+c-jet production at the
LHC. Extending our previous work [11], we address several open questions, for example the size
of off-diagonal CKM contributions beyond NLO QCD, the size of NLO EW corrections, PDF
uncertainties, the effect of charm-jet selections, and finally, the effect of flavored jet algorithms.
We also provide state-of-the art predictions for present and future W+c-jet measurements at the
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LHC.
Electroweak corrections at NLO are found to be at the level of −1.9% for the fiducial cross

section and do not contribute in the ratio of the two signatures. Still, they can approach −10% in
differential distributions in the high-energy limit (for example above 200GeV for the transverse
momentum of the charged lepton).

The size of the non-diagonal CKM contributions at NNLO QCD is of the order of 10%.
We have checked that the simple-to-implement approximation where Vcd 6= 0 contributions are
included at LO only (as was done in Ref. [11]), already agrees with the full result within 3%. Still
a 3% effect is comparable to, and often larger than, the size of the scale uncertainty at NNLO
and is, therefore, consequential in any precision study of W+charm.

At 13TeV, just like for LHC at 7TeV [11], the scale uncertainty of NNLO QCD is significantly
smaller than the PDF uncertainty. By comparing fiducial cross section predictions based on
different PDF sets, we observe a spread between the different predictions that can be as large as
10%. This strong PDF dependence can be viewed as an opportunity for the precision extraction
of the strange quark PDF from LHC data.

The differences between the charge agnostic, OS and OS–SS charm-jet selections at the
differential distribution level can be up to 15% for the kinematics ranges considered in this work.
We find that these selections exhibit little-to-mild sensitivity (of up to few per cent) to the
parametrization of the flavored jet algorithm. On the other hand, the so-called SS selection
exhibits strong sensitivity to the details of the jet algorithm and is numerically much smaller -
at the level of 5% - than the other charm jet selections. This behaviour of the SS cross section
is to be expected since it is the one predominantly containing cc̄ pairs in the final state. While
our findings are specific to the process we study (W+c) some lessons might translate to other
processes, like Z+c. In particular, in Z+c the partonic channels with gluon splittings to cc̄ pairs
are not as suppressed as they are in W+c and one may expect that contributions due to gluon
splittings to cc̄ pairs in Z+c can be much larger than in W+c.

Understanding the behaviour of the SS selection is important since experimentally, the W+c-
jet process is typically extracted by measuring an OS–SS cross section. The idea behind this
extraction is that gluon splittings into charm-anticharm pairs diminish the sensitivity of the
measurement to the strange-quark content of the proton, and are subtracted in the OS–SS
selection. However, as we have seen throughout this work, additional effects like higher order
corrections, off-diagonal CKM elements, etc. can be as large as the SS itself and tend to dilute
this simple LO picture. A high-precision measurement of this process will therefore benefit from
taking into account all effects quantified in the present work.

In conclusion, in the present study we have shown that essentially all theoretical aspects
of W+c-jet production at the LHC are under good theoretical control. The largest remaining
sensitivity is to the PDFs which in turn may allow a precise extraction of the strange-quark
content of the proton based on new LHC data. To this end, all predictions obtained in this work
are made publicly available3.
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